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- I .0-ABSTRACT -ir

The. relative yield of x+-mesons  has been determined  for  335-
Mev protons  on a number of elements. Specifically, the relative
differential cross-section, dza/dEdO, was measured   at  0° 3:  4°  in
the reaction

p + A-x++A'
for the elements D. Be'. Bio, B(natural), C, Al, Cu, Fe, Ag, and Pb.
The lr+lmeson energies ranged  from  35  to  145  Mev.   They  were
counted electronically from signals generated in a trans-stilbene
crystal telescope. Identification  of the T+-meson depended  upon  a
fast coincidence in the first two crystals plus the 7r - B decay in the
third crystal  of the telescope.

No special isotope effects were observed   for   the   Be',  Bio,
B(natural) and C spectra.

For  C,  Al,   Fe, Ag  and  Pb the relative yield per nucleus  can  be
15

explained by proton and meson attenuation within the nucleus.  The
attenuation of protons and mesons is consistent with mean free
paths which have been measured in other experiments for protons
and  mesons in nuclear matter.

-                   Issuance of this document does not constitute authority
for declassification of classified material of the same br
similar content and title  by  the same author.

This report has been reproduced with minimum altera-
tion directly from manuscript provided the Technical Infor-
mation Service in an effort to expedite availability of the
information contained herein.

Reproduction of this information is encouraged by the -

United States Atomic Energy Commission. Arrangements
for your republication of this document in whole or in part
should be made with the author and the organization he A&-.

6<,I.
represents. .
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I INTRODUCTION

The production of mesons by high-energy protons on nuclei has
been investigated actively in the last few years.  Of the many questions

concerning·th36"production of mesons, the following two were selected

for    s tud7 : '
1.  How_does the A -meson spectrum depend upon the type of

nucleus ?

2. What interpretation can be given to the observed meson

spectrunn?

Some partial answers to the first question are given.  As for

interpretation, an extremely crude nuclear model suffices to give the

meson-yield dependence on the atomic number of the struck nucleus.
\

More refined nuclear models could have been used, but such refine-

ments seem unjustified in the present state of meson theory.  A more

satisfying interpretation of the data will probably have to wait for a
clearer understanding of the elementary pion-nucleon interaction.

Nevertheless the fact that a crude model, compatible with the data,
can be made gi4es one confidence that he is on the right track.  In

the  meantime  the  data will be  of use  in the design of other  me son
0

experiments and the calculation of corrections for such experiments.

'03
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The following sequence of cyclotron runs was  made.

Series Run · Target ' :T. :. ; Meson Kinetic Energy(Mev)

I       1    C, Ali Fe, Cu, Ag, Pb   53                          -*
9   10              12II      2    .Be ,B, B(natural)C 34, 51, 69, 88, 110, 128

III                           3                   C,    Cu, Pb 52   and 88 -,
4    C, Cu, Pb 147

IV              5 Deuterium complete spectrum between
Gas pressure 1,000 psi 5 0   and   1 5 0

I

6 Deuterium complete spectrum between
Gas pressure 2,000 psi 50 and 150

A given run lasted two or three days.
Series I was a general survey.
Series II was to ascertain if there were any special isotope

effects.  From the first two series it appeared that the individual
spectra would not vary radically between neighboring nuclei.

In series III the elements and meson energies to be measured

were cut to a minimum in order to get better statistics on individual

points.
+The w -meson spectrum was measured for deuterium in

series IV. The deuterium nucleus is sufficiently simple so that a
detailed analysis may be possible.

Prior to and during the execution of the above work a good many
+

experiments were done elsewhere to determine the dependence.of # -,

ir.--, and , -meson production on the type nuclear species.  Both

protons and x-rays were used for exciting the nucleus. Before these

experiments are discussed, some of the concepts useful in the

explanation of pion production by protons on complex nuclei are listed:

(a)  At high energies, the production of mesons probably
occurs by collision between the incident proton an:d one nucleon rather                 g

than .several nucleons.   .A justification for this  point of view is that #,-13the separation between nucleons, approximately 2.8 x 10 crn, is
-13

large compared to k = 0.2 x .10 cm for the incident 335-Mev proton.

k E de Broglie wave length/2·n·. In addition the struck nucleon is to be

thought of as free and having some appropriate momentum distribution.

1
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(b)·,  As the:inc.ident protons pass through the nucleus,they

are attenuated by competing processes:  *  E proton mean free path for
all other processes competing with meson production.

.-- (c)  The mesons are attenuated by reabsorption as they pass

<'*, through nuclear matter.  km E mean free path for meson absorption.
-- ,<

l                        (d) The exclusion principle forbids collisions that leave the

., final nucleons in filled energy states.

(e)  The Coulomb barrier does not inhibit the escape of
mesons that have a kinetic energy in the range above 50 Mev.

In the limiting case of strong attenuation within the nucleus of

either the incident proton or the escaping meson, the meson production

is proportional to nuclear area.  In fact the first interpretations were
b a s e d   on  t h e s e   ideas.

The earliest work on meson yields as a function of atomic      :
1number was done by R. F. Mozley , who bombarded various elements       i

2
,                   with 317 Mev x-rays. Hemeasured relative values ford 0-/dE dn at

900 f 80 for the following elements: H, Li, Be, C, Al, Cu, Sn and Pb.
Two meson energies, 42 f 7 Mev and 76 f 6 Mev, were observed.  To

analyse his data it is useful to define the relative yield per proton:

Relative yield per proton =
Relative differential cross section per nucleus

- Atomic number of the nucleus

The relative yield per proton is a maximum for hydrogen and decreases

monotonically with Z.  The drop in cross section per proton in going   _
from H to Li was explained by the exclusion principle. The phase

space available  to  the re sidual neutron is  less  for  Li than for  H.    Two

alternate explanations were offered for the gradual drop from Li to Pb.
The first assumed that only the surface nucleons participated in the

production. The second explanation assumed that the mean free path
-                                                        -13

for meson reabsorption had to be less than 7 x 10 cnn.
2R. M. Littauer and D. Walker studied the production of

t.

mesons at 135' by 310 Mev x-ray bombardment of various nuclei.
.

The meson energy was 65 f 15 Mev. They observed a remarkable
correlation between production cross section and binding energy of
the struck nucleus..     They also observed  that  the   sum  of  the   ,r+  and  Tr-

production cross sections varied as the geometrical area of the nucleus.
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The first work to be reported on the production of mesons by
3a, b.

proton bombardment of Various nuclei was done by D. L. Clark ·:r. .
2

He observed relative values  of d a /dE dn for the production of 4.0'-Mev
-.Tr+-mesons at 130' to 150' and ·rr--mes.ons at 30' to 50' by 240-Mev

protons on Be, C, Al, Cu, Ag, W and Pb. Clark's cross sections ,/2,.

vary roughly as the geometrical cross section of the -struck nucleus,

but with important deviations. He pointed out  that the production

cross section varied more nearly as the proton-absorption cross
213section; namely as A when A is small and as A when A is large.

When he plotted his differential cross section divided by A2/3 he
+found a maximum for Al in.the case of Tr production and a general

falling off at the beginning and end of the periodic table.  R. E. Marshak

pointed out that this effect may be correlated with the extra binding
4

energy available  in the struck nucleus.
5

Though the statistics were poor,. the .data .of series I run 1

were consistent with a production cross section proportional to the

geometrical area of the struck nucleus.
6

M. M. Block, S. Passman and W. W. Havens  have bom-

barded  C,   Cu,   and Pb with 381-Mev protons and observed the meson
7A, b

spectra coming off at 90'. R. Sagane and W. F. Dudziak measured

the production of 12.5-,  27-, and 33-Mev Tr+-me son.s at 900 produced

by 340-Mev proton bombardment of Be,  C,  Al,  Cu,  Ag and Pb.

A summary of the data for the experiments above is given in

Fig. 9. The general trend of meson yield plotted against atomic

mass A is similar for the different experiments.

It is suggested that the reader skip to the section Results and

Interpretation and proceed before considering the intermediate

sections describing the experimental technique. Attention is called

to the section, Glossary of Terms.

/5
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II EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A. General
.- The external beam of the 184-inch cyclotron was steered into

S.-

'42              the cave where the target and detection equipment were located. :(See:

*-             Figs:  la,  lb). The mesons, coming off at 0', were separated

magnetically from the proton beam. The mesons then passed through
the copper meson energy degrader, which reduced the meson kinetic

energy to approximately 21 Mev.  To be counted, a meson had to pass

through the two passing crystals and decay in the third or stopping
crystal:-. This sequence was observed electronically. The electronic

equipment was located outside the cave at the southeast box.  The

meson energy was determined by the amount oi copper in the me son    j

energy degrader.

B. Cyclotron
The scattered beam was used because it provided a better duty

cycle than the electrostatically deflected beam. The scattered beam

consists of approximately 350 bursts of protons, each lasting about         -
-8

10    sec, and separated from each other by the cyclotron RF period,
86.6 x 10-  sec.

The scattered beam is believed to arise from the scattering of
protons on the carbon blocks protecting the dee structure. The protons

were scattered into the magnetic deflector of the cyclotron and then

passed  thr ough the premagnet collimator. All collimation  in  the

horizontal plane was accomplished at this point; in the vertical plane

only a partial collimation could be achieved. The final collimation in

the vertical plane was carried out in the brass snout collimator at

the entrance to the cave. The snout collimator is 40 inches long.
The beam size was approximately 3/4 inch vertically and 1/2 inch
horizontally.                                                                                          8

4:. C. Beam Monitoring
'                                         An absolute' determination of the proton beam intensity was

not necessary.  Only the relative beam intensity had to be measured
during a given day. The reason f6r not requiring absolute beam

monitoring was that the efficiency of the detection system had to be

determined every day be means of a standard target configuration.
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.

Any changes in the beam monitoring efficiency from day to day were
automatically compensated for as a part of the detection-efficiency
correction.

The beam intensity was monitored by an Argon-COZ ionization -.

chamber. The multiplication was approximately 800. The .collection       '                    $01

electrode of the ion chamber was kept at ground potential by a DC -..

feedback amplifier. The charge was accumulated across  an

accurately calibrated condenser. The voltage across the condenser

was measured by a Speedomax recorder with an a.utomatic dumping

arrangement.
In general the beam level was set to give a 4easonable

foreground-to-background counting rate.  This beam level was

usually of the order of 3.5 x 10 amperes.-12

D.  Targets

The cross-sectional size of all targets was larger than the
cross-sectional size of the beam. The target thickness for all solid
targets was chosen so that the 340-Mev protons lost about 10 Mev in

traversing the target. A thicker target was tried in the case of carbon

but it  vas found that the beam level had to be correspondingly reduced

to keep the background counting rate down.
The only exception to the 10-Mev limitation in thickness was

allowed for the high-pressure deuterium target for run No. 5, in
which case the pres.sure, 2000 psi, corresponded to a proton loss of
17 Mev.  Run 4, which was made at pressure of 1000 psi, corre-

sponding to a'10-Mev proton loss, showed that the shape of the

spectrum would not be distorted by running at the higher pressure.
The higher pressure gave a higher ratio of mesons from deuterium
to mesons from the target end walls.

The high-pressure deuterium target was a modification of                     -
8the target originally designed and built by R. S. White. It consists

of a long cylinder surrounded by a liquid-nitrogen jacket in turn 49

enclosed in a vacuum system (see Figs. 7 and 8). The maximurn                      •

operating pressure is 2,300 psi at liquid-nitrogen temperature
77'K.   The important ta.rget specifications..are: (1) 5.11 g cm2 of

deuterium at 2,000 psi,  (2) 1. 78'g/cm2 of stainless steel end walls,
(3) 2-inch diameter and 24-inch length.
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10
The B target was .on loan from the USAEC.   It had been pre-

pared by electromagnetic separation.
E. Magnetic Channel Design

'-         -               In,order to observe mesons coming off at 0' to the proton beam
b               it is necessary to separate the Inesons and protons magnetically.  A
:- large pair-spectrometer magnet was used to provide the magnetic field.

The gap was reduced to 3.4 inches. The cross-sectional area of the

pole piece was of sufficient size so that a meson orbit of 23-inch radius

could be used. The orbit turned through approximately 90'.  The
meson orbits were defined by brass channeling which was designed
according to the following ideas:

(a)  The primary purpose of the channel is to prevent those

protons from coming down the channel which have sufficient energy to
penetrate the meson crystal telescope. The meson energy is not deter-

I         mined by the channel, but by the meson energy degrader.

(b)  A meson falling within the energy range to be detected

can start from any point in the target and reach any point of the crystal

telescope.  The size of the exit aperture of the meson channel was .a

compromise between the conflicting requirements of making the aperture             ·
small to shield against stray charged particles, and of making the
aperture large to provide "poor geometry". The ·"poorer" the geometry,

the smaller is the correction for multiple Coulomb scattering loss.
In order to cover the full range of meson energies, several

channels were constructed.  For all channels the mesons left the gap

normally to the edge of the pole piece. The crystal telescope was

approximately 4 inches beyond the edge of the gap. The solid targets
were located well within the region of uniform magnetic field.  With

such a configuration,   me son trajectories could be accurately drawn
-                        from magnetic field plots.

The  shape  of the high-pressure gas target made. it necessary
.&*1 to locate it outside the region of uniform field as shown in Fig.  lb.
w                A magnetic shield was used to keep the field negligibly low in the

target region. Meson trajectories were traced by the wfre technique..

(a flexible wire carrying a suitable current and placed under the proper

tension takes up the trajectory of a charged particle passing through a

magnetic field). All points of the target could "see·" all points of the

crystal telescope.
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F. Crystal Telescope, Light Pipes and Phototube

The crystal telescope consisted of ·3 trans -stilbend crystals

viewed,by  1P21  photomultiplier s through lucite light pipes. The lucite

light  pipe s permitted removal  of the phototubes  to a region  of a                                              -o

reasonably small inagnetic field. In addition, the phototube s were                      47

magnetically shielded. The phototube efficiencies were essentially                 -·*

constant over the range of magnetic fields used in the experiment.

A gamma-ray source was placed near the crystals.  As the magnetic

field was varied over the operating region of 14, 000 - 7, 000 gauss, the

discriminator level had to be changed one volt in 60 to keep the singles

counting rate constant.
G. Electronics

1.  General block diagram and operation.
The electronics were patterned after the original design of

M.  Jakobson, Al Schulz,  and J. Steinberger.   The present electronics         •

were redesigned and built in cooperation with M. Jakobson,  A. C. Schulz,

and D. Hamlin (see Fig. 3).
The two channels, designated *.- p No.  1..and Tr - p No. 2, following

the fast coincidence, are identical.  They are so arranged that back-

ground count can be taken simultaneously with the total count.

The  scheme of detection is based upon the  fact that the  ·,r+-me son
decays into a P-meson.  The mean life of the ·rr+-me·son is 2.54 x 10-8

9,10seconds.

To  be  counted as a meson, an event must initiate 3 signals:
two essentially simultaneous signals in crystals No. 1 and No. 2, and
a third signal in crystal No. 3 that occurs during a delayed gate

interval.  Such an event is called a Tr.- B coincidence. A Tr-meson

that passes through the first two crystals and decays into a B-meson

in crystal No. 3 is counted as a meson provided the T - p. decay occurs               -

during the gate interval. A particle going through all three crystals

is not counted as a meson because its signal in the third crystal'occurs              A

prior to the gate.                                                                       ,
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Electronically the above sequence is achieved as follows:

A coincidence (6T -1 x 70 -.8 sec.)isrequired in crystal l and 2 by

the fast coincidence circuit.  This coincidence triggers the gate
-8./

generator, which produces a voltage gate starting 2.2 x 10 seconds

o                                                                                                                                                                         - 7after the fast coincidence and lasting 10 seconds. The signal' from

•-               the third phototube is put in coincidence with the gate. The proper

timing is achieved by the use of suitable lengths of RG 63-U cable

between units. Iil order to obtain workable voltage levels, several

distributed amplifiers have been introduced.

The short-delay operation, in which the gate starts 2 . 2 x 10 - 8

seconds after the fast coincidence, permits accidental events, also,

to be counted as mesons. For example a knock-on proton may pass

through the first two crystals and a second knock-on proton may

pass through the third crystal during the gate interval.  The

accidental counting rate can be measured in a long-delay operation,
in which the gate (though still of the same duration) is delayed

-8
19 x 10 sec.  after the fast coincidence. Bythis time any .meson

that could have tripped the fast coincidence will have decayed and
therefore all counts are accidental.  The true meson count is given

by the difference between the short-delay count and the long-delay
count.

For any given measurement, ·rr - p channel No. 1 is operated
on long delay while Tr .- B charinel No. 2 is operated on short delay,
the delays are then interchanged for the same amount of integrated

proton beam. The primary advantage of this mode of operation is
that fluctuations in the accidental counting rate caused by beam-

intensity fluctuations are canceled out.  If the beam intensity
suddenly increases during a measurement the ac6idental rate in-
creases equally  for  both the short-delay and long-delay counts.

The net or true meson count is unaffected.
'. The  me son and gate output  are  fed to standard UCRL linear

amplifiers and then to scalers.
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2. Fast coincidenc-5 chassis.
This unit is built on one chassis (Fig. 4). It consists of two

separate distributed amplifiers A and B and a distributed coincidence
11of the type designed by Dr. C. Wiegand. The distributed amplifiers                -

have a measured gain of about 40 and calculated band width of 175

megacycles.  With a 1/4-volt input the output is 10 volts.  With a                     -

1/8 -volt input to amplifier s  A  and  B the. coincidence output  is
4 volts. With 1/8-volt input to one amplifier the output of the
coincidence is 0.4 volts.

3.       1    -   p   c h a s s i s.

The Tr - B chassis consist of: 1r-amplifier, gate generator,

p amplifier, ·rr - B coincidence, output discriminator (Fig. 5).  The
gate  generator  is a cathode coupled univibrator which also acts  as

-8a discriminator.  It is fired by a 6-volt pulse lasting -10 sec.

The gate amplitude is approximately 10 volts and lasts -10-7 sec.
The tubes for the gate generator must be selected for satisfactory

length, amplitude, and shape of gate. In general the 6AN5 must have
a high transconductance.

4.   Critical grid biases and voltages.
There are several critical grid levels whose action must be

understood.  Glof.the Tr .- p. coincidence controls the level of the B
signal to make a Tr - p coincidence. High voltage No. 3 controls the
level of the B signal input to both 1 - p chassis.  The ·  amplifier
bias determines the level of the signal required to fire the gate

generator.

-,

.
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III EXPERIMEN·TAL PROCEDURE

A. Original Setting .of Phototube Voltages and Bias Levels
./-

1. High-voltage plateuas for phototubes No. 1 and No. 2.
First the gate counting rate for each .·ir - B chassis was

equalized by adjusting the IT amplifier bia.s, which sets the level of

signal from the fast coincidence required to fire .the gate generator.

Plateaus for HV No. 1 and No. 2 were obtained for meson

counting rates (Fig. 6).  HV No. 1 and No. 2 were set to 1, 200 volts.

2.  Lack of plateaus for phototube No. 3.
It had been hoped that a plateau for HV No. 3 might be obtained

because the B meson has a fixed kinetic energy of 4.2 Mev. Extensive

exploration failed to reveal any such clear-cut plateau. There was a

region of reasonable slope, but it was followed by an increasing

slope with no clear distinction between the two regions.  In fact, at
the highest setting of HV No. 3, the counting rate exceeded the rate
calculated for  100 % efficiency of the crystal telescope. Three

problems immediately arose:

(a)  why is there rio plateau and why does the counting rate
increase indefinitely?

(b) what is a reasonable setting for HV No. 3?
(c)  how cah the counting efficiency be determined?

For the first pair of questions, a number of factors may have
contributed. The range of ac4.2-Mev p.-meson is 1.2 m m i n the trans-

stilbene and is to be compared with the 8.8-mm thickness of the third

crystal.  At best any observed plateua would therefore have a finite
slope. The.light-collection efficiency can vary over different portions
of the crystal. Further, long light pipes cause greater statistical

-                                               12fluctuations in phototube pulse height. In addition, knock-on

protons arising from the general neutron background can cause large
pulses inthe crystal telescope.  If HV No. 3 i's increased, the·s 6 '

•                pulses may sa.turate the distributed amplifiers and broaden the

pulses sufficiently so that the tail of the broadened pulse falls into
8the short-delay gate starting 2.2 x.10- sec. later. The long-delay

gate, of course, would not be sensitive to such an event, because

the broadened pulse would have disappeared.  Such an effect could
account  for the indefinite increase of meson counting  rate.
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The question of where to set HV No.  3 was settled as follows:
A thick polyethylene target was used to produce a large number of
+                                               +  -mesons from the reaction p+p- +D+T r. The magnetic fieldwas

set for the kinetic energy of these mesons, 62 Mev. The meson

energy degraders which normally would have slowed these rriesons to

21 Mev were removed. This allowed a large nurnber of high-energy .

mesons and protons to penetrate the crystal telescope. Except for

mesons scattered off the walls of the channel, there should have been

no 21-Mev mesons coming down the channel. Hence most pions
should have passed right through the telescope before decaying.  The
counting rate was then measured as a function of HV No. 3.  The                             
counting rate was observed to increase slowly and then suddenly in -
crease rapidly at about 1400 volts. The counting ,rate below the

break was consistent with the number of mesons that might scatter

from the channel walls. The operating voltage  was set below the

break at an arbitrary value of 1300 volts. This procedure was

admittedly ad hoc. The justification is discussed under "Validity of
Detection" in the next sub-section.

As for the problem of determining the counting efficiency, a
standard target configuration was used.

B.  Validity of Detection.

The criterion for setting HV No. 3 provided no proof that

only mesons were being counted. To further ·justify the setting of

HV No.  3 a number of tests were made.

In the first place a half-life for the.A meson was determined

by varying the gate delay. The value so obtained agreed with

previous measurement. 9,10

+                                      +The Tr spike in the reaction p t p- *D+T r was clearly
observed in a CH2-carbon subtraction experiment. Furthermore

+
the CH, -carbon difference was statistically zero above the 1r

i'3ap b
spike.

The ratio of hydrogen yield of lf+ to the carbon yield agreed                       •
with nuclear plate  data.

The carbon spectra measured at 00 and 900 agreed with the
14. 15

spectra obtained by plate .data.
Frorri deuterium no mesons were observed above  the  maxi -

mum energy allowed by kinematics.
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It seems reasonable·t6 conclude' that the equipment counted

only mesons within the statistics so far obtained, which are of the           -

order of 5 to 10 percent.  It is possible that there may be a 5 percent

background, for example saturation proton pulses, which was counted

with  the true meson count.

-           C. Setup Procedure.

At .the beginning of ea.ch run .the standard target configuration

was.set up.  HV No.  3,  Gl for * - B No.  '1 and Gl for 1 - B No.  2
were adjusted so that

(a)  Both Tr .- 9 No.  1 and Tr - B No. 2 counted within 20 per-

cent of the same rate.

(b)  The over-all counting rate agreed with 20 percent of the
standard rate.

The beam level was set so that the net meson count was at

least equal to or greater than the background rate.
D. Efficiency Control.

The maintenance of counting e.fficiency was critical.   The

significant grid biases were monitored approximately every 5 hours.

HV No. 3 was controlled to within 3 volts at all times by means of an

electrostatic voltmeter. With these precautions the efficiency was
never observed to change during a given day, although it did shift

from day to day. By appropriate cycling of targets and meson energies
during each day any efficiency changes could have been detected.  The

actual counting efficiency from day to day and from run to run was
measured  by the standard ta.rgets  or by other repeated target condi -
tions. (See subsection, Normalization of Data from Day to Day)
E. Absolute Detection Efficiency.

The absolute detection efficiency was calculated from absolute
- cross sections, derived from nuclear emulsion data. The efficiency

was approximately 13 percent, that is, only 13 percent of the mesons

decaying in the stopping crystal were counted. It should be noted,  ,

•               60 percent of the mesons decay prior to the start of the gate.  It the

system had been 100 percent efficient only 40 percent of the mesons

decaying in the third crystal could have been counted anyway.   The
decrease from 40 percent ot 13 percen.t is the measure of efficiency
of the system of crystals, light pipes, phototubes, etc.

../I
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IV ·DATA REDUCTION

A. General
.The direct experimental data consisted of net meson counts                    -

per  unit of integrated beam intensity. Three steps were required to
obtain absolute differential cross sections. - -

Step 1. Normalization. The relative counting efficiency was
measured and the data were normalized accordingly. The deuterium

data presented a special problern.
Step 2. Corrections. 1) Decay in flight, 2.) Multiple Coulomb

scattering losses, 3) Variation of energy resolution of detector,

4)  Meson and proton attenuation losses in the target and meson-

energy degraders.

Step 3. Transformation from relative to absolute cross sections.

Actually, relative cross sections were measured. Absolute cross

sections were determined by comparison with carbon data, for which

Dudziak has measured the absolute cross section by nuclear emulsion
15

techniques. See subsection IV E, Errors for Dudziak's data, used

in this analysis.

More specifically the direct experimental data consisted of:

Sl = short-delay cdunt from 1 - B No. 1
Ll -long-delay count from 1 - p No.  1

SZ .= short-delay count from Tr - p No.  2

LZ = long-delay count.from w - p No.  2

The above were combined to yield:

Net  count  =  S l  + S2  -L l  -  LZ  * ' S 1  +  SZ  +L l  +  LZ

B.  Normalization of Data from Day to Day
Shifts in counting efficiency were determined as follows.

Consider two days, A and B, in which identical points (1), (2), (3) etc.
are nneasured.

Experimental .Observed net meson counting rate
points Day A Day B

.

(1)                                   n                                   N
1                                       1

-                       (2)                    nz
N

2

(3)                                  n                                   N3                            3

(i'                       n.                      Ni1
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As sume: Efficiency,Day  A  =   1
Efficiency Day B=k

Then aside from statistical fluctuation
»-

(n 1 )
(k) should equal  N 1

(n2) (k) should equal N2 etc.
-'-                          By lea.st squares the function f (nik.-Ni)2 is minimized as a

function of k.

The value of kusually lay between O.85  and 1.15. A standard

deviation for k,was also calculated. Frequently such calculations gave

a value k =.1.10 f 0.10 so that it was debatable whether k was

statistically different from 1. Whether 1 or 1.1 is used makes little

difference, because all points of a spectrum were covered during each

day; the shape of the spectrum would not be affected regardless of
whether k was set to 1 or 1.1.   The only exception was run No.  4.

In this fashion a given run was internally normalized; that is,

the  data from different days  of a given run were normalized together'. · '

Then different runs were normalized together in the same way.  The
normalization of the deuterium gas data, discussed in the following

subsection, was more complicated because two different gas pressures

were used.

C.  Normalization of Deuterium Data

Runs 5 and 6-were each normalized internally first.  The data

at this point could not be combined because run No. 5 was made at

1,000 psi and run No.- 6 was made at 2,000 psi. Proton and meson

attenuation factors were different for the two runs. The  me an

proton.and meson energies were different in the two cases ·by virtue

of the difference in energy loss by ionization in the target.
Proton attenuation' in the deuteriums was calculated· using  a

- total interaction. cross .section of 58 mb. This.cross. section was

estimated. Experirhental data at 400 Mev and at 90 Mev indicated

that the .total interaction cross section for protons on deuterium

•                           could be adequately calculated by taking the  sum of the total inter -

action for protons on protons plus the total interaction for neutrons

on protons.  The same procedure was assumed to be valid for
340-Mev protons.
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Energy Process Total interaction     '
16

400 Mev P+P 24 mb tneasured
17P+N 33 mb measured

57 mb sum of above

P+D 5 5.6  mea sur ed
16

18                ·
90 P+P 24  mb  mea sur ed
-                                                                                                                                  19P+N ;76 mb measured

100  mb   sum  o f above
20.P+D 92 f 7 measured
21N+D 117 f 5 measured

18
340 P+P 24 measured

P+N 34 rieasured mean of
260 Mev22 and
400 Mev 17

P+D SE sum of above

The cross section for the attenuation of me sons in deuterium

was taken to be  110 mb.    This is the average of
23                                            '36 mb for T = 60 Mev

1r

24.25
190 mb for T  = 140 Mev  '

Tr

The multiplication factor for correcting run No. 5 to run No. 6
for both meson and proton attenuation was.0.94:(that is,  run No.  5

corrected to run No.  6 = 0.94 ·  run No.  5).
The mean proton energy was different for the two targets.

The difference in excitation was estimated in two ways. The first

was to assume the excitation would be the same as that for the

P+  P -*D+ Tr+ measured by Schulz, This calculation gave13a, b

a correction factor of 0.90 for run No. 5. The second estimate was

determined by calculating the normalization factor required to bring
the two spectra into agreement after all other corrections had been
made. This calculation gave a correction factor of 0.86.   The 0.86

correction was used.
+-    The   -spectrum was appropriately shifted along the T  axis

Tr
I.

to account for the difference in mean meson energy in the target for

runs.No.  5 and No.  6.
2

Lastly the difference in the number of nuclei/cm  was
accounted  for.
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With the.above correction run No. 5 was normalized te run

No. 6.  A smooth curve was'then run through all the points by eye.

(See Fig. 13.  Note all corrections have been applied. )
-- To a first approximation the net deuterium contribution course

is given by the target full-target empty difference.  But it is not so
simple. as th'is.   When the target is full, the number of mesons produced
in the end walls is less then when the target is empty. Mesons pro-

duced  in the front  end  wall are attenuated in passing  thr ough  the  deu-
terium.  At the same.time, the number of mesons produced in the rear

end walls of a full target is smaller because the proton beam is atten-

uated by nuclear interactions  with the deuterium,   and the protons  them -
selves lose energy in ionizing deuterium.  Thus the correction for

target-empty conditions is not so great as Inight at first be expected.

Appropriate cross sections previously discussed were used

to calculate the above attenuation effect.  It was assumed that the ex-

citation for steel would be the same as the excitation measured by D.
. 14Hamlin for carbon at 90'. In total the net target-empty counting

rate was multiplied by 0.68 to account for the effects of the proton

attenuation and degradation in energy, plus meson attenuation. A smooth

curve was run through the points by eye.  See Fig. 13.
The net deuterium difference was then read off the graph to

give the relative 1+ yield as a function of meson kinetic energy.

The absolute deuterium cross section was determined by meas-
uring the yield from a carbon target relative to the deuterium yield

15
and using the absolute carbon cross section measured by W. Dudziak.

The carbon target consisted of six slices of carbon spread out to sim-

ulate the geometry and thickness, in terms of proton energy loss,  of
the gas target. Corrections were made for proton absorption in carbon

26-               based on the total interaction cross secti6n measured by Kirschbaum
. and for meson absorption based on nuclear area.

D. Corrections
1. Introduction.

The data now having been normalized to compensate for shifts

in detection efficiency, it remains to apply a number of correction,s

to obtain the true relative value of d2 a /dE de. All these corrections
are a function of the meson kinetic energy. The corrections are:
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(a) Variation of energy resolution of detector.

C  (b)  Loss of mesons due to multiple Coulomb scattering

of mesons out of the crystal telescope.

(c)  Meson loss due to nuclear interactions in the me son

energy degraders.
(d)  Decay of rnesons in flight.

Except for run No. 6, Series.IV, the attenuation of protons
and mesons in the target was negligible.  For this run see the subsection

IV C, Normalization of Deuterium Data for a full discussion of the

correction made.

2. Energy Resolution of Detector.

The crystal telescope detects mesons whose kinetic energy

is 21 f 2.5 Mev. Copper rneson-energy degraders were used to degrade
the higher, energy mesons so that they could be detected. The range-

energy relations are such that the effective energy resolution is com-

pressed as higher energy mesons are observed. The energy of a meson     '
2

may be· expressed as the range, in g/cm of material required to stop
it.

E = E(R) E = kinetic energy of meson
2

R = range in g/cnn

Eo = E(Ro) = 21 Mev. Mean detection energy with no meson

energy degrader

Ro = range in copper corresponding
to E0

Suppose an amount of copper R is placed in front of the detector

ER = E(Ro + R) ER is the mean energy of meson

''                                                 that will be detected if R grnrcm2

are placed in front of the crystals

Actually the detector will detect mesons in a range of energy                -
*

f A E  about EQ.  For no copper0
E    f A  E    =  21 f 2.5  Mev
0 0

=   E(Ro  f   a Ro) A Ro is determined by A Eo
=

E(Ro)< 
AR

Rol-IL-  61
AE ,  =  R)  r«,1.j                                                                        1
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If R gms/crnl of copper are.now added,

E R+A E R=E (Ro +R+ARO)
dE l F    7

AE
1 LARJR +RJ0 /

a  Eo    =  FdE 1      .1.    / FdE ]              - 
-- Therefore

a ER    1.. JR J      J R +R
0 0

a ER is the effective energy resolution corresponding to the
meson energy ER = E(Ro + R)

3.  Meson Loss Due to Nuclear Interactions in Meson Energy

Degraders.

The interaction cross section for loss of mesons in the meson

energy degraders was taken as a constant given by nuclear area
1/3 2 -26   2

0(geometric) = Tr (1.40 A )  x 10 Crn

There are two types of nuclear interactions in the copper meson-

energy degraders which can result in the loss of mesons. The predom-
inant loss comes from inelastic nuclear scattering. The second mode

of loss is diffraction scattering, which cari scatter mesons out of the
27

crystal telescope.  D. H. Stork's data were used to calculate 0-(in-

elastic. )
The loss from a(diffraction) can be estimated by comparison

with the loss of multiple Coulomb scattering which is calculated later.

Roughly speaking, the angular distribution is the same for diffraction

scattering and multiple Coulomb scattering. For equal half angles,
the loss should be the same in both cases. The 0 (geometric) gives
the effective total loss of mesons due to diffraction and inelastic scat-

tering to within 10 percent for mesons whose energies are in the range
50-150 Mev. Below 50 Mev the error in using 0-( geonnetric) may become

as much as 30 percent but the total correction is less than 15 percent.

The error in the total correction is of the order of 5 percent in this

case.   Specifically the number of pions lost is given by

I  =  Io  e -N ((r /M        :

Ii   intensity of incident pions

I  = intensity of pions getting through
2N = number of nuclei/cm

0 = cross section

1
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4. Multiple Coulomb Scattering Loss.

Due to multiple Coulomb ·scattering 'in the meson energy de-
grader, some mesons ar-e scattered out of the stopping crystal.  See

28             -Appendix I for the details of the calculation. The method of Eyges
is foliowed to calculate the correction. Very briefly, he, derives a
distribution function that includes the effect of energy loss of the scat- -
tered particle as it passes through material.

F (t, y, 0) = distribution function
t = distance traveled through material measuted

in radiation lengths
8 =.angle between·.direction of incident particle

and final direction of travel projected on to
and any plane containing the original direction

of travel

8 = distance measured perpendicular to original
direction of travel and projected on the same

plane as for 0.

The third stopping crystal was then divided into a number of
zones. By means   of the distribution function  F  (t,   y,    8) the numbe r
of mesons lost to each zone was calculated. The losses in all the zones
were numerically integrated to give the total loss.

5.    Decay in Flight .
A correction must be made for mesons lost by decay in flight.

The proper time elapsed in the meson frame is
dtd 7.= - d ·r = proper time
..

dt = lab. time
y =1 [1-8·2

ds- -                               ds = distance
VY

v = velocity of meson

=
 ods M  = rest mass                        -0

P = meson relativistic :

mornantum

1, 7 =   ods
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By numerical· integration of the above expression of the range
29energy curves for copper and trans-stilbene it can be shown that the

loss of mesons by decay in the copp.et dbsorber and the first two crystals

is  negligible. The fraction of meson-s  decaying in flight between the

target and crystal telescope is calculated. In thd case of the deuterium

gas target, the target was divided into 4 zones and the correction cal-

culated for each zone.

The value used for the mean life at the.·rr -meson was 2.54 x 10-8
9.. 10seconds '

Typical values for the corrections are given in the following
table.  For a given T,r the total correction is theproduct of the indi-
vidual corrections. The normalized data are multiplied by the total

correction to give the corrected relative d2 a /dE de.

Table

T TT Energy Meson loss in Decay in' Multiple Coulomb
Channel Resolution Meson Energy Flight Scattering Loss

Degraders
35 1.36 1.04 1. 19 1.10

45.8 1.06 1.08 1.16 1.13

64.5 1.90 1.17 1.13 1.11

83.8 2.09 1.29 1.11 1.15

106.2 2.26 1.45 1.10 1.21

124.9 2.34 1.61 1. 09 1.26

143 2.39 1.79 1.08 1.29

E. Errors

The errors shown in all cases are the statistical errors arising
from counting. The errors are expressed in standard deviations. . For

a given meson energy the errors of the relative cross sections should
be correctly given by the statistical counting errors because all the

correction factors are fixed for a given meson energy. The co.mparison
of differential cross sections at different rneson energies is another

matter.  In this case there may be systematic errors in the correction

for..multiple coylomb scattering losses and for meson loss due to nuclear

interactions in the copper meson-energy degraders.  It is estimated

that the systematic error of these corrections is not greater than:
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Estimated Maximum
Systematic Error in
the Correction Factor

Meson Energy 65 Mev 105 145

Meson Nuclear interactions ,5% 10% 15%in meson energy degraders
Multiple Coulomb                    2%          4%         6%scattering losses

The absolute values assigned to the production cross section
15are normalized to W. Dudziak' s nuclear emulsion analysis of the

reaction
+P + C - A  +A'

Thus any absolute· error in his measurements appear also in the ab-

solute values given here; the ratios, however, are still valid no mat-

ter what absolute values they are derived from. His experimental

values are

30   2     -1         -1
T Mev d  a /dE  dn x 10 cni Mev steradian

56                          12.16 f 0.92

72 15.71&0.93

90.1 20.77 i 1.33
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V RESULTS'ANb INTERPRETATION

.R..A. General

The results of this experimeilt and of related work are sum-

marized in the following tables and figures.
-·

Typ e of Meson
Experiment/targets cross

T·,·r
Mev angle to Table Figure

section beam

5Series I 0
C,Al, Cu, Fe,Ag,Pb dz a /dE de =53      0    i    9

Serie s II dz 0/dE dsl 34,51,69,       0029Be9,810, Bll,(12 do/dn 88; 110,  129

Series III dz a /dE de 52,88,147       00      3    10411C, Cu, Pb d a /dn

Series IV d2 a /dE   d82                                                                          0                                       1 4,1 340-140       0     4,5Deuterium da/dn·                                                                                                                                             9

D. Clark                                      o3b
d2 a /dE dn 40 140             9

Be, C,Al, Cu, Ag,W,Pb

- .0.- Block6 d2 0 /dE d92 Complete
900           9

-            C,Cu, Pb do/de spectra

7bSagane
dZG/dE dn 33 900           9

Be,C,Al, Cu, Ag, Pb

Figure 9 gives a general summary of experimental work on

nucleon production of pions.   Note it is the shape of the curves, not

the absolute ordinate, which is important. In several cases the absolute

ordinate is arbitrary.  In Fig. 9 the differential cross sections,

d  o /dE dO, of Series II and III,  and of Block, Passman, and Havens

have been integrated over me son energy. This procedure seems rea-

sonable because the A dependence of the differential cross section is

weakly dependent on meson energy (see Fig. 10).  The only startling

discrepancy is Clark's Be point, which seems unreasonably low. Other-

wise the general trend is similar within statistics for all experiments.

The data of Series I indicated a smooth variation of meson

yield as a function of atomic number.  The same conclusion was borne

out by the work of others (See Fig. 9).  The data of Series II implied
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that the yield of m:esons did not alter radically between neighboring
6        isotopes.  It was decided, therefore, to reduce the number of elements

and meson energies observed in order to achieve better statistics.

In Series III the yield was measur.ed from only C, Cu, and Pb and for
only the three meson energies 52, 88, and 147 Mev.

The deuterium spectrum of Series IV is exhibited in Fig. 14.
Within statistics the curve agrees with the maximum kinetic energy
allowed by kinematics, 136 Mev. The curve was located by eye to give
the best fit to the data irrespective of the 136-Mev cutoff. The curve,
as drawn, cuts off at a slightly higher energy than 136 Mev. The curve

of Fig. 14 is the difference between the two curves exhibited in Fig. 13:

target full and target empty.
B.  Model for Complex Nuclei, C, Cu, and Pb

The  data of Series  III  can be interpreted by means  of  the  fol-

lowing nuclear model, which, though crude, is adequate:

(a)  The nucleus is considered to consist of free nucleons
having an appropriate momentum distribution. . This momentum distri-

bution, whatever it may be, is taken to be the same for C, Cu, and

Pb.  For a specific incident-proton energy the production of mesons

within the nucleus should therefore be the same in C,  Cu,  and Pb except
for the differences in the numbers of protons and neutrons. Exclusion

effects on final-state nucleons are neglected. The qualitative effect
of considering exclusion effects should be to enhance the production
in the higher-Z elements relative to the lower-z elements, because
there is a higher density of excited states for the higher-Z nuclei.

(b)  Mesons are produced solely in collisions between
the bombarding proton and protons within the nucleus. Proton-neutron

+collisions are ignored inthe production of Tr -mesons. The justification
for this neglect of P+N collisions is the large Tr /Tr- production ratio

6.15observed in proton bombardment of carbon in which both P+P

and P+N collisions occur. If relatively few *- are produced in P+N
+collision it is reasonable to assume by symmetry that very few Tr  will

be produced in these same P+N collisions. The large Tr+/Tr
-

ratio

therefore implies a large ratio of w  produced in P+P collisions com-
pared to P+N collisions. The production of ·rr+ within the nucleus
should therefore be proportional to the number of protons,  Z.
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(c) Some mesons produced within the nucleus are

reabsorbed;  A    E:.meson mean free path for absorption.m
-                                     (d) Bombarding protons are attenuated by competing

processes as the protons pass through the nucleus; A  2 mean free path
for proton absorption by competing processes in nuclear matter.

(e) Elastic scattering of mesons within the nucleus

is ignored.

(f) Coulomb barrier effects are considered negligible.
An attenuation factor F was calculated such that

F = Actual meson:-yield with pif oton, afid Ineson attenuation
Hypothetical meson 'yield for no attenuation of protons

and mesons

See Appendix II for details of the calculation of F. The production cross

section is expected to vary as
... -

yield - ( Z) ( F)
The problem in calculating F was to assign the proton and meson

rn e a n   free   paths    X       and X respectively.p              rn
Three sets of X were considered:

P
C CU Pb Set

3.6 3. 6 3..6 x 10 cm ,    1
-13

4.. 6.2 5 8.3                      2

4            5             6                         3

30
Set 1 was used by R. Hales in his analysis of the yield of

Tro.mesons from proton bombardment as a function of a,tomic numbers.
113The  value  3. 6  x 10 crn is based on taking the average of the experi-

mental value for elastic scattering cross section for P+P ind N+P

collisions.
26Set 2 is based on the experimental results of A. Kirschbaum

who measured the total attenuation cross section for 340-Mev protons

on C,  Cu,  and Pb, from which he was able to calculate a mean free
path for protons.in nuclear matter.  His mean free paths are expected

to be too large because he counted all protons falling within the energy

range 320 to 340 Mev as being unattenuated.   As a rbatter of fact a 320-
Mev proton would have suffered i slight'nuclear interaction. A 320-Mev
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pro.ton is le:ss effective in producing mesons than a 340-Mev proton

and, for
cilculating X ,

should 'be considered as having had a nuclear
interaction. Stated in other words, if Kirschbaum had counted only
those protons falling within the range of; say 335 to 340 Mev, his cal-

culated
X 

would have been smaller and more realistic for the purposes
of this analysis.

Set 3 of X is arbitrarily chosen to fall between sets 1 and 2.
P

When combined with a reasonable Xm' the dath are better fitted by the
X  of set.3.than by the other two sets of X .
P                                         P

A single set of values for the meson mean free path in nuclear
27matter was taken from D. H. Stork' s thesis .  He determined a best

s      value for  X    as a function of meson kinetic energy. His analysis in-9cluded all Tr scattering data available as well as his own measurements.

T.ir         '         Am ·
-1352                      7. 0 x 10 cm

88 2.8

147 1.1

In Fig.   12  (d /dE  dn)/ZF is· exhibited.     F is calculated using
Stork's X and the X.·of set 3. The points should lie on a horizontalm p
line.

+The Tr· yield is consistent with the chosen values of X  and
P

A     It should be emphasized, however, that the data could also be
In.

fitted with other sets of X and X in which X is increased and X
p      m           p                    m

decreased, or vice versa.

C.  Interpretation of Xm

It  is  possible  to inte rpret  X in terms   of the scattering crossm
sections of Tr  and Tr--mesons on protons.  As a ·rr -meson passes through
a carbon nucleus and interacts with individual nucleons, several pro-
cesses may take place:                                                                              -

+        +
(a)  Tr  +p-T r +p elastic

(b)  ·rr+ +N  , p + 10 charge exchange                                     -
(c)  Tr  +N-N+ 1+ elastic

(d)  Tr  +N- +p+y inelastic

Reaction (a) has been observed as a function of angle for T  =
TT25

53, 78,.110, and 135 Mev. As a first approximation one might assume

that any meson,scattered through an angle greater than 90' is lost with
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respect to producti¢n at of., About. 68 percent of the mesons in the,

energy range 53 to 135 Mev are scattered through an angle greater
25             'than 90' for process (a)    (note that center-of-mass values were taken

. -                   as  equal- to' the laboratory values). The 68-percent factor has been
23,25,32-34' applied to .0-,(a) values taken from a number of experiments

..                to determine the loss by process (a).
The next three processes, (b), (c), and (d), rnust now be con-    '

sidered.   By the assumption of charge independence of nuclear force

one can say that processes (b), (c), and (d) should be equivalent to
the following processes which have been observed experimentally:

(b' )      Tr -    +  p   -•  N    +   Trl

(c'  )       T r -  ' +   p    -+   p    +  '·,r

(d' )     Tr-   +  p  -  N   +  y

Process (d') can be shown to be negligible by a detailed balance
25

argument from the inverse reaction

In process (c') the mesons are scattered predominantly for-
25ward and are not lost.  Of the three processes, (b'), (c'), and(d'),

process (b') is the primary process for.losing mesons. Unfortunately
to date (b') has not been directly observed except for two meson energies,
T  = 12 0 and 140 Mev. For these two energies

25
IT

a  (b'y '&  2  9  (c' )   1

Furth*more, the.sum of cross sections for (b') and (c') agrees with
25total attenuation cross section measurements. A rough rneasure

of (b')at other T  can therefore be estimated bytaking 2/3 of the total
attenuation cross section of w- on protons. The total attenuation cross

23                  35section has been measured for T = 60 Mev , 89 Mev and 112 Mev
'iT

With these values  it is possible to calculate

'                                 0- (6'   = 2/3 0- (tdtal attenuation)
- Combining results,

p180 doa (total absorb)  = 0 (total,  b')+   2[TY  (a)   do
90

= 2/3 0 <total  attenuation)  f  0.68  a  (a)
In the following.table the factors Z/A and (A - Z)/A give the

relative number of protons and neutrons in the carbon nucleus.   From
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the a (total absorption) it is possible turcalculate the mean free path,
27

X (calc), which is  to  be  compared with  X , Stork's experimental value.
rn

Tlr Mev                            52                88     -   147
-28   2

(Z/A) 2/3 0(a) 6. 1 x 10 cm 18. 5      55                     -

A.-Z -28   2
- -- (. 68) 0(total attenuation) 6. 0 x 10 cnn 7.0 17

-28   2
a(total al)sorption) 1 2.  1 x 1 0 cm 25.5    72

-13    Z
1(calc.) 8.9  x 10 cm 4.2 1. 5

-13    2
Arn (Stork) 7. 0 x 10 cm 2.8 1. 1

The agreement between the last two lines is rough. It would

appear that Xm can be interpreted in terms of the observed interaction

cross section of mesons .with nucleons. Some caution is required be-
cause the X for the mesons under consideration is not short compared

-13
to. the inter-nucleon distance,  2.8 x 10 CIn. For A-mesons:

T =45 85 150 Mev
-13

A    =     1. 59 1. 1 0.  7 6   x  1 5 9   x  10

(*  s de Broglie wave length/2 Tr)
The above approach may explain.the discrepancy observed

36
by S. Leonard, who measured the differential production cross section

at 180' for the reaction

P + C =2+ A'

His observed yields were 4 to 30 times larger than his calculated yields,

depending upon his assumptions for the internal momentum distribution

for nucleons in carbon and the excitation function for the reaction P+P-

Tr  + A. The ratio for ·   yields at 0' and 180' from P+C- ·rr+ is

do-(0')/de     21=-=11.9
da (1800)/do 1.77

It would take a small amount of backscattering of mesons produced at                ..

0' to augment the yield at 1800 by a factor of 4 to 10. Specifically the

yield at 1800 could be increased from 1. 7/4 to 1. 7 by a backscattering
of (3/4)(1.7) = 6 percent of the 00 mesons.   The mean free path for

21                                                                             '
elastic backscattering of mesons is not inconsistent with this percentage.
D.    Calculation of Total Production Cros s Section for Carbon

The do-/dO has been measured for P +C · - + 1+ +Aatthe three

angles
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3

I : 0 da/de
.

,.,Reference

00 21.0 x 10-2  cni2/steradian        15

900 3.35
0

-- 180 1.77 :r: .: -  36   1.

From these data it is possible to calculate the total cross section ex-

perimentally observed.

Theoretically, the yield from carbon can be calculated with
the following assumptions:            '..

(a)  The production arises from only $ +p collisions
within the carbon hucleus..

(b) ·The internal momentum distribution within'.the. :{ 1

carbon nucleus is   given by a.gaussian function such that the probability

falls. to 1/e for a.nucleon of energy 16 Mev.   Such a distribution: is sug -.
37

ge·sted .by the work of.·Cladis„·  on the energy sp2ctrum of protons,>sciti· k  : i

tered from carbon.,
3I1(c)  Two excitation functions were tried, T . arid i   's

tr2                  13a.b                                38T  .  The data of Schulz '  : and Durbin, Loar, and Steinberger
'iT

were fitted by the two forms of the excitation function.  The T3/2 ex-

citation is the energy dependence predicted by PS theory with PV Coupling. '      ·    4
2The T excitation gives a bttter fit to the experimental data of Passrnan,

Tr
39                                               +Block and Havens, who observed the excitation for P+P- ,I D+w

at 900·
40

(d)  The angular distribution measured by Stevenson

was used for the angular integration.

(e) Thirty percent was added to the ·,r  yield for non-
41deuteron formation.

P+P-P+N +TT+

The total production of mesons within the nucleus was calcu-
lated in three steps: -(i) transformation to the center-of-mass system
for the incident proton and particular nucleon, (ii) calculation of the

energy available, (iii) and determination of yield by the excitation

function.    Next the effect of attenuation of protons  and m esons  was

estimated in a manner similar to the calculation in Appendix' II.
The results of the calculation are summarized:

(

/
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T· 3  /ZExcitation function
T  2                                          Tr

Calculated relative cross section per proton(compared to hydrogen = 1) in carbon, no 8.3 3.8
attenuation of protons and mesons

Calculated relative cross section per proton
(compared to hydrogen = 1) with.proton and 2.7 1.2
meson attenuation

Experimental relative cross section per 2. 7 2. 7proton (compared to hydrogen = 1)

The above calculation is uncertain for a number of reasons.

The excitation function is being extrapolated far beyond experirnental

values. The internal-momentum distribution is uncertain for the high-
momentum components. The model may be bad. A number of rough
estimates were made. The remarkable fact is that the calculated and
observed total cross section per proton are of the same order of mag-
nitude.
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VI CONCLUSIONS

1.  The yield of ·rr  mesons is a smooth function of atomic
+                         nurnber.

+2.  No special isotope effects were observed for the ·  -meson
9    10                    12

yield from Be ,B , B(natural) and C  .

3.   The yield as a function of atomic number can be explained
in  te rm s  o f

+
(a)  Production of ·rr  only from P+P collisions

(b)  Attenuation of mesons and protons with reasonable

mean free paths given by

T                Meson Mean Free P ath   X
A                                                     ·                                                       m                                                                           1

.
-1355 Mev 7   x 10 cm

-1385 Mev 2.8 x 1 0 cm

145 Mev        '           1.1 x 10 cm
1 -13

Elernent Proton Mean Free P ath   X
P

-13C                           4 x 10 crn

-13CU . 5      x 10 cm

Pb 6 x 10 cm-13

4.  The experimental values for X can be interpreted in termsm
of the observed interaction cross sections between rnesons and free

protons. Furthermore  km is  of the right order of magnitude to account

for sufficient attenuation of mesons to explain the total production cross

section for A -mesons produced.by proton bombardment of carbon.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Equipment and Operating 'Ta+ms
...

Crystal Telescope--consists of crystals No. 1, No. 2 and No.  3r

Passing Crystals--crystals No. 1 and No. 2
.- Stopping Crystal--crystal N6. 3

Meson Energy Degraders--copper absorbers which degrade the
meson kinetic energy to -21  Mev,  the mean detection energy of the
crystal telescope.

Fast Coincidence --coincidence of events in crystals No.  1 and
No. 2,  such as the passage of a Tr -me son.

-7
Gate--voltage pulse lasting approximately 10 sec. which is

produced by the gate generator when triggered by the fast coincidence.
7The gate is 10    sec. long irrespective of whether the circuit is on

"short" or "long" delay.
 .- p Coincidence--coincid'ence of.the. gate and anevent inthe

stopping crystal such as would be caused by the passage of a w in
crystals No. 1 and No. 2 and ics.decay in crystal No. 3.

-8Short Delay--gate starts 2.2 x 10 sec. after fast coincidence.
8

Long Delay--gate starts 19 x 10- sec. after fast cpincidence.
Short-Delay Count--Tr - B coincidence on short delay.  This

may be either a true Tr-meson count or an accidental event.

Long-Delay Count--A - p coincidence on long delay.  This can

be only an accidental event.
Meson Count--short-delay count minus long-delay count.

rr - p No.  1 Chassis--consists of gate generator, Tr - p coincidence
and associated distributed amplifiers for channel l,   - B No. 2 chassis
is a similar chassis for channel 2.

Fast-Coincidence Chassis--consists of two distributed amplifiers
A and B and the fast coincidence.

HV  No.    1,   No.   2,   and No. 3--high voltage  on the phototube s
viewing crystals 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

21--the first control grid of the Tr - B coincidence. Gl controls
the  level  of the  signal required  to  make  a  Tr  - B coincidence.

Tr Amplifier Bias--determines the level of the fast-coincidence
output required to fire the gate generator.
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Units, Constants

All  eneigie s  are.in  Mev

T         E Meson kinetic energy in Mev..
Tr

A     = Nuclear mass, also "A" used as symbol for                         *
nucleus in general.

Z     = Nuclear charge. -

1/3   -13R =Nuclear radius = 1.4A    10    cm.

X      = Meson mean free path for absorption in nuclear
m matter.

)
X              =  Proton  mean  free  path  in nuclear matter  for  all  
P processes competing with meson production.

F     = Combined attenuation factor for protons and Inesons,
also

=  Number  of me sons produced/divided  by the number
of me sons that would have been produced if there
had been no attenuation of protons and mesons in
the nucleus.

8          = Angle between incident proton and emerging me son
in the lab system.·

2
Range= g/cm of material. required to  stop a charged particle.

E        E· de Broglie wave length/2·tr.

.
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APPENDIX

I. Multiple Coulomb Scattering Loss,of Mesons

1 A correction must be made for mesons scattered out.of the

crystal telescope by multiple Coulomb scattering in the copper meson-

energy degraders. This correction has been calculated on the basis
28of the distribution formulas derived by Eyges . Eyges has extended

42the theory of Rossi and Greissen to include the effect of energy
loss of the scattered particle as it passes through the degrader.  He

*
derives the distribution function:

-      2                     2
1                 -Aoy  + 2Al Y G- AZe

F(t, y, 8) = exp

41,  A0AZ-A        _    4 (A AZ - A12)

where:

Ah(t) = 1 2    . dn   n - 0,1,2f   (t-n)n

6            w   .(n)

w E Z v P/Es

v E velocity of particle

P E momentum of particle

Es E  2 1.2 .Mev

t  = distance travelled in the absorber

8  = that angle which is the projection on any plane con-
taining the original direction of travel, of the angle
between the direction of the incident particle and its
final direction of travel.

y  = distance projected on the same plane as for e and
measured perpendicular  to the original  line of flight.

(Note: distances are measured in radiation lengths for the
degrader used.)

cis

* Note some of the numerical factors were misprinted in ref. 28.
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'The  constants  A ,   Al' and  A '  ere determined by numerical
integration of the range-energy curves for mesons in copper.   The

range-energy curves werd. durived from the.us'ual formula:
1.

M
R  = .:n  R (E )rn M PP

P

whe r e: R(E) = range of particle with energy E
M

E =P E
P M rn

TT

M = mass
2

M     c      =  2 7 6   Mev
In

E = kinetic energy                     -

subscripts: m = meson; p = proton
The range-energy curves for protons in copper were taken from ref 29.

The distribution function gives the probability that the particle
will have the coordinates e and y after traversing a thickness t of

degrader

Prob(t, e, y) dedy = F(t, 8, y) dedy.
The above· distribution function can be generalized to the

experimental situation in which the distribution at a distance L from

the back of the degrader is required.
Degrader

- Me s on  Path
YA

Mes6n

»31 - - - - - -
W

Path -L -0

A                   B                               C

The desired distribution is obtained by making the substitution

Y=y-L e -.FC(t, Y, 8)=FB(t, y, 8) y=Y+L e
.

The .validity of the above depends upon the fact that there is no change

in the angular part of the.distribution over the region B to C.

.,
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The·plane C. is taken.as the midplane.of the stopping crystal.

The planes ·A and B defined. the position of the copper.degrader.
Scattering in the first. two crystals is negligible and has been ignored.

... If the meson beam, meson-energy degraders, and first two

crystals were infinite  in the' plane perpendicular to the original meson

path, the geometry would be "bad" and there would be no correction

required. There would be as many mesons scattered into the s.topping'

crystal as scattered out. The dimensions of the system make for

neither good nor bad, but for what might be called "mediocre:" geometry.
The dimensions of the crystals and the meson beam apertures

are:
Beam Aperture Crystal Dimensions

No. 1 No. 2 No.   3

Height        2.9 in. Height 1.9 5 0   i n.      2.0 1 4   i n.       1.8 4 4   i n.

VVidth 2.6 in. Width 1.9 8 3   i n.      2.0 1 3   i n.       1.8 5 7   i n.

Thickness   0.306 in.  0.202 in.  0.344 in.

In plan view the relative positions of-the crystals and meson-

energy degraders are .shown in Fig. 2.  For the moment assume that

the apertures, meson-energy degraders, crystals, etc. are of infinite

extent in the dimension perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 2, so that

multiple -scattering losses  need  to be calculated  in .only one plane.
The distribution function F(t, 8, Y) can be applied directly to this
situation. The stopping crystal is divided  into a number  of  zone s
which become progressively smaller near the edges of the crystal
where the correction is largest. The aperture is also divided into a

number of zones. The contribution of each zone of the aperture to
each zone of the stopping crystal is calculated with the provision that
no meson is allowed to be in the excluded angle a. A meson whose
trajectory lies in the excluded angle a can not fire the gate because
it misses crystal No. 1. The angle a of course depends upon the zone

-            in the 3rd crystal under consideration.

For each zone in the stopping crystal the fraction of mesons,

H, arriving in the zone is calculated; 1-H i s the fraction lost to each

zone.  In the limit H may be thought of as a distribution function where

H(Z) is the .fraction.of me sons.arriving in the strip dZ, Z units from

the.center of the crystal.
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Now consider the actual case where the geometry is finite in

the other dimension.  Call this dimention X. The mesons actually

arriving in the· stopping crystal can then be written as
I-

I           i IF(Z) F(X) dX dY = integrate over crystal

The justification for this step can be seen as follows.  The form

of F(t, 8, Z) after integration over e is given by
2-aZ

F(t, Z) = e

Now let us guess what the distribution f(t, Z, X) might be where f(t, Z, X)
is the two-dimensional distribution function giving the density of

particles falling in dXdZ at the coordinate X, Z.

Assume 22
f(t, Z, X) dZdX = e dZdX-a(X + Z )

Clearly

 f(t, X, Z) dX = F(t, Z)

 e-a(XZ +
ZZ) dX -e = F(t, E)

a22

The assumed two-dimensional distribution formula, integrated over

X,   gives the correct one -dimensional distribution formula in  Z..

By means of the distribution function

F(E) F(X) dEdX

the number of mesons scattered out of the stopping crystal is calculated.

II. Attenuation of Protons and Mesons in the Nucleus

 __„_ 2 s _y
1

1

1-Hx  'el11
A proton path   I meson path B -

C         »\,1

R = nucleat radius                      
=1.4 Al/310-13crn

Consider a proton passing through the nucleus along the line AB,
and assume that the proton produces a meson at a distance x from the
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surface  of the nucleus. The meson continues along  the  line  AB.
Define

Ii   E Intensity of incident protons

-0                                                                                                                                             3B    E Number of mesons produced/cm in nuclear matter
by unit intensity of protons

X    E Proton mean free path.in nucleus
P

X    = Meson mean free path .in nucleus
In

Io  exp(-x/X )   B exp( -2 s  + x)/Ani = number of mesons/cm2
. getting out of nucleus which
were formed at x.

Now integrate from 0 to 2s to get contribution throughout nucleus along
line   AB.

2s

Io B     exp [- 2 s/Am - x( 1/Ap - 1/km)] dx

Io· BAl    exp (-2.s/Am) - exp (-2 s/X )  1/Al E 1/AP.- 1/Arn

Now integrate  over the entire nucleus. The differential unit of volume

is the annular cylinder of radius r and height 2s

  IO B Al [exp (-2 s/Am) -exp (-2·s/Ap)  2,rr dr

222R =r +s

Io B rr Al R2  8(Xm, Ap, R)                                     (1)

where
-

B(Xm' Ap, R) E  1/2(Xm/R)2 -  exp(-ZR/Ap-)   Am/R + Xm2/ZR2]

-1/2(Xp/R.)2 +  exp(-ZR/Am)    Ap/R + Ap2/2Rl

If there had been no proton or meson attenuation, the production of

me sons would have  been

4/3      R 3   lo B                                                                                                                                  (2)

The attenuation factor,  F, is therefore factor.1 ( 1) divided by factor  (2)

F = 3/4  Al/R  B(Am' Ap, R)
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:  Table I   Series I....         .  .   .  t..    ..........-...$ .......

..

T   ---'53  Mev
Tr

Target (Relativo) d2 cr/dE 40
t

84                                                                                                           1 1. .4  f     2.0 :

9                                      15.3 f  3.7

41                                21.7f 4.5
Fe                                                     50:0 f 10.0
Cu 4 2.0  *     7.0

Ag                                                                    ·.                                     6 0.0  f   1 0.0

Pb 50.0 f 12.0

Table II Series II

-30     -1          -1d2 0 /dE de crn2  x 10 Mev steradian

9                      10                (Natural)                12T                   B e.                      B                 B                               C
'IT

34 Mev 4.2 f 1.6 3.5* 1.4 4.3 f 1.4 7.1  &  1.8
51              8.5 f 2.2 7.6 * 2.1 8.1 f.2.3 11.9 *2.5

69                         7.8  f 2.9 15.0*.2.9 14.6 & 3.1 15.4*3.6
88                 17.9 *3.7 1 3.7  4 3.2 15.4*3.8 16.0 * 4,3
110 10.7 * 4.4 13.0 * 4.0 10.3/3.6 14.8 * 4.7

129 5.3*3.8 7.7 4 4.8 3.6 3: 3.6 11.2 * 4,6

-28 -1da/de cm2 x 10 steradian

15.0 f 2.2 16.7 6, 2.2 21..0 *2.3 21.0*2.5

/

...
: U,... =
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Table III . Series III

30           -1                      -1
dz 9 /dE de cmz,x 10 Mey. steradian

1 '.:'

T                                C Cu Pb
Tr

'·-             52             9.7 * 1.6 21.8.*2.9 4 6.7. f  7.4 :

65                15.0 f 2.2
88            19.7 f 1.7 3 2.4  f 4.5 73.7) f 9.8

147 11.4 f 1.5 23.6 * 4.7 40.8.*  9.5

Table IV Deuterium Data of Series IV

All Corrections Prior to Subtraction  Have  Been  Made.

Relative d2 0/dE di) are Plotted.

Target.  Full, Run No. 4, 1000 psi

T           43  Mev                52                       70                      89 1 1 1 130
Tr

10.1 E 2.7  19.0 f 3.1  28.4 E 3.2  24.6 :1: 2.5  12.4 :i: 2.7  13.1 :1: 2.7

Target.  Full, Run No. 5, 2000 psi

T      47 Mev   56 '66 74 82      92 104 114 132
1r

20.4 *2.0 28.4 f 3.3 2 2.7 *2.3 15.1 * 2.3 7.4 & 2.1

24.9 f 2.2 27.9 *1.7 . 21.5 f 2.5 1 0.6*2.6

1 Target. Empty - (Normalized for Subtraction)

T                     35 Mev 45     65 85 106 125 148
Tr* 3.61·f 0.66 3.82 f 1.0 1.92 f 0.69 -0.53 f 1.8

2.17 f 0.66 3.2 f 1.2 2.5 f 0.6
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· Table··:V   ··"·

Deuterium Spectrum
d2g /dE de = crnz x-10 Mev steradian-30           -1                      -1                                                     r

(

T1 42 50 60 70 80 '90 100 110 120 130 140

dza 1.77 2.81 4.0  4.41 4.04 3.36 2.73 2.10 1.50 0.90 0.45
HEan

6
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Fig. la, b General layout.
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MESON ENERGY DEGRADER

1«1       1.

«      ..4110»irc _w
.,

==

1       )  -«--:f- - --- --)-X -

MESONS - 1        --BRASS CHANNEI.ING
2    3-= 1 CRYSTALS

Fig. 2-Layout of crystal telescope and meson energy degrader.

F FAST COINCIDENCE CHASSIS
DISTRIBUTED
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i T·  10.                                   I   1
DISTRIBUTED          -

L      'p 8
LONG. SHORT

fBELAY - fEELAY-*
'P 21

SHORIj 4-6212-_F
OELAY DELAY

PHOTOII-111 1 .    

r- · --7 r--.     7
LUCITE

\ GATE 1 - 11 GATE   I

PI PES                                                                           
     GENERATOR|      <s,o '   1"9-1--e 1

LUCITE ,  r-\J 1          1

r==5-6,0„rp   'J»-It 1 7- " -2                                                                                                   r

COINCIOENCE._. 

.     4        1 1  13 1 111                        S
S • SCALER

1

    1 1  DISTRIBUTED     =P
11   2

1 11         1
| 71'-B-CHASSIS    |  | Tr-#- CHASSIS       |

fL__ 11 L .2
--- -il..--2

Fig.  3 -Block diagram electronics.
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DISTRIBUTED AMPLIFIERS AND COINCIDENICE CIRCUIT

8+ 16(V REGULATED

....
91    - 9&..001.

i. ,2          .4.              ,•:           '-.

-r  IANS R :     r   W  .m ·1' . V ....                                                       "s |  23 '....
-

.*                               ri        "'       5     40.4.2,
15 I.

2.
I.

SIGNA -=
I.                      ...     ... * - .9  - ..00 -- - -='.
m. 80.

4. 330. .. .m r: =r.. f w. '. 4.G X =.I rio'. =.
1.

8V '..

../. INPUT 1 / STAGE AMP 2 rid    STAGE     AMP --/sv 3rd STAGE AMP 4, h STAGe NAP

'TURNS/in 'TURNS Zc  DIA COIL                                                 +

CF INPUT PLATE 40     15         4-                                                                Ie?  00„
6AK5 GRID 40 13   330    1

PLATE     40      13   330    1 :::.--1  -   1  '  L.T |31'„16AN5 GRID 40 10 202 r
:::--1$' '      212:911: :t:IA-I'·PLATE 40      13   310     1

68A7 GRID 28 le 192 1
SIGNAL OUT MP  1%]* r -5 v

PLATE 40      11 242 r

9 2:   14  Lt     1  [           '1 1....
TUBE  SPACING   1 'i e 1

Sol

COINCIDENCE

:e rr·-h i i lui> ·

0.'.
....,

-V    I f# A. i 99. ./ 001.
loon

..61,2:4 4
r  „.-#L#1   '51,;Sil:»Id. ,i;*: 13:131*«-, *Fl'&»  5 ilhZils'*P#B:;:'7 77-lt'# \1$---:ls. 4·.-  W,ALMpg#F.   \ r- ·.·   - -·    -           ·'··    -       '-     '      tr ""·

50* #:00.
4• f

I too'. 1 :„. tool.
*t V

+    .,1.       ...
P." INPUT    1/ STAGE AMP 2nd STAGE AMP 3,d STAGE AMP 4th STAGE AMP

Fig. 4-Circuit diagram for fast coincidence chassis.
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7,

IT - p COINCIDENCE CIRCUIT

B. 160.
... #-.

*2.= REGULATED

3,0....  ....                                                                                                  O,-€ 4.         L.=--,"*-----n

' p-0 &-ljtt      t =- --JiiA.t„'. =2-9--=,«-,„W--=F-=IR.4-„( -'.e-J =-
*"         t,2.D*                   *          1,          1*=      \     1 #      1            +      «1*       .1:       r-        1        1.2=Ma l 11...2 SO.

A'                                          AFc
af. INPUT  1$1 STAGE B AMP 2nd  STAGE p AMP

•+ OV

DECAY LINE 1TURNS/,8 41URNS Z/ 21 L ilme·,4 EM   -A-/AMP
STAGE t GRID 40 8 241 A'      .W.SL-1 -·p,J             1'" 1 ...   ... I ...  I.-

PLATE 40 10 316 .«::"44'./.**:'.A:.STAGE   2     GRID 40. 12 314 -1.-S'/      -1'X YEIr,

F AMP
STAGE 1 GRID 40 8 241 41 .   ISO. eso.PLATE 40       10 316 <620.
STAGE 2 GRID 40       12   314                                                1,I

PLATE   40       14   393
Tr-/COIN                                                                                                                                                                                                           +

GRID I 40 22 363
GRID 3 40 IS   298                               pl OUTPUT DISCRIMINATOR M-0 COINCIDENCE
PLATE 40 20 317

TUBE    SPACING  - ON CENTERS

TOP   ROW          I * '                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            .*
MIDDLE  ROW    I r Ar . f i:: L=+ 11  1
BOTTOM  ROW      1 1                                                                                         5 wA 390 A -      MEN' 9..   14
COIL DIAMETER i. AF/ 3&8   -Z==57%14/ 79

.  .   Tr *lf -'lf *r  11 -1-19 ::;fil*FrE
.:1:."    =IP#-'.4 *-'.:'. 2 15... L.*L«, M jwm... l..

- 5. ..5.
I 250*

1 /   STAGE   W AMP 2.d  STAGE .... GATE GENERATOR C.£ COUPLING TUBE

Fig. 5-Circuit diagram for x - B chassis.
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250                           'o  M# MESONS   rr -*    DETECTOR * 1
x  Tr MESONS  9 -B   DETECTOR#2

200                                .«                                S

.w   f fIT<JE26  150 -
t.                                                                   R
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8.
01  looe
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       50 -
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Fig.  6 -High voltage plateaus for phototubes
No.  1  and  No.  2.
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.1 i \.040 21

Fig.   7 -Schematic  of high pressure deuterium target.
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Fig.  9-Comparison of lr+ yield by different experiments.
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Fig. 10 -Absolute yield of x+-mesons plotted against atomic
mass for C, Cu, and Pb.
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Fig. 11 -Spectra  for E+ yield  from  C,  Cu,  and  Pb.
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   SeriesIF Run 6, Target Full 2000 psi
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Fig. 13-Spectrum of T+-mesons from deuterium
plus high pressure target. (Note all corrections
have been made.)                                                                                                                                -
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Fig. 14-Spectrum of A+-mesons from deuterium
for the reaction P+D- 71'+ +A' .
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